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這份論文通過引入“等效天線零點波束寬度” （effective null width)來定 
量地測量任意方向天線對網路容量的提升能力。“等效天線零點波束寬度”和 










網 路 的 容 量 提 高 倍 。 
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Abstract 
It is known at a qualitative level that directional antennas can be used to boost the 
capacity of wireless ad hoc networks. Lacking is a measure to quantify this advantage 
and to compare directional antennas of different antenna patterns. 
This thesis introduces the concept of the effective null width (and the effective 
beam width as its dual counterpart) as a measure which quantitatively captures the 
capacity-boosting capability of directional antennas. Beam width is commonly 
defined to be the directional angle spread within which the main-lobe beam power is 
above a certain threshold. In contrast, our effective beam width definition lumps the 
effects of the (i) antenna pattern, (ii) media access control protocol, and (iii) 
surrounding node distribution, on network capacity into a single quantitative measure. 
We investigate the mathematical properties of the effective beam width and show 
how the convenience afforded by these properties can be used to analyze the 
effectiveness of complex directional antenna patterns in boosting network capacity. In 
particular, we derive the extent to which network capacity can be scaled with the use of 
phased array antennas. We show that a phased array antenna with iV elements can boost 
i i i 
transport capacity of an Aloha-like network by a factor of order N麗 . 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation and Related Work 
Qualitatively and intuitively, it is widely accepted that the use of directional 
antennas in wireless ad hoc network can reduce mutual interference, improve spatial 
reuse, and is therefore conducive to high network capacity. Recent work [l]-[5] 
showed that this advantage can be related to the antenna "beam width". In particular, 
attempts have been made to "quantify" the merit of directional antennas using simple 
antenna characteristics, such as main-lobe beam width [l]-[4], suppression ratio [1], 
and number of simultaneous beams with infinitesimal beam widths [5], showing that a 
narrow main lobe, a small side lobe and a great many of simultaneous infinitesimal 
beams favors high capacity. Most of these previous investigations at the 
network-system level, however, are based on simplistic models of antenna patterns 
that are unrealizable (e.g., flat-topped antenna model in [1], circular sector model in 
[3], and infinitesimal-beam-width model in [5]. 
1 
Meanwhile, antenna-theory experts have suggested physically-motivated 
beam-width definitions, such as half power beam width (HPBW) and first null beam 
width (FNBW), as metrics for measuring the "goodness" of general antenna patterns 
[6] (see Fig. 1). These physically-motivated definitions, however, do not take into 
account the context under which the antennas will be used. In wireless ad hoc 
networks, the coupling of the antenna pattern with the node distribution and medium 
access control (MAC) protocol being used must also be taken into account to gauge the 
effect of the antenna pattern on network performance. 
3 dB down 
丨 FNBW I HPBW 
Figure 1. Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) and First Null beam Width (FNBW). 
Distinctly missing is a generic measure to quantify the advantage of arbitrary 
directional antennas under general node distributions and media access protocols. This 
2 
thesis is a first attempt to fill this gap. Specifically, the main contribution of this thesis 
is the introduction and investigation of the effective beam width of general antenna 
patterns. The effective beam width is a quantitative measure that captures the 
network-capacity-boosting capability of arbitrary directional antennas. Our definition 
of the effective beam width is motivated by the observation that "interference 
cancellation" in a wireless network is due to the combined effect of (i) antenna pattern, 
(ii) media access protocol, and (iii) node distribution. 
In a nutshell, the effective beam width is a performance measure of the integrated 
effect of the three attributes. As will be shown in this thesis, this performance measure 
enjoys a number of convenient mathematical properties that greatly facilitate our 
analysis of the effectiveness of complex directional antenna patterns in terms of their 
capability for boosting network capacity. We will also see how network capacity scales 
as the effective beam width varies. 
1.2 Organization of the Thesis 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces a general 
interference model to facilitate the analysis of the interference-cancellation capability 
of arbitrary directional antenna patterns. Chapter 3 puts forth the concept of effective 
3 
beam width (and its counterpart, effective null width) based on the general interference 
model. The properties of the effective null width are investigated in detail. Chapter 4 
studies the impact of effective null width on the scalability of network capacity. 
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and suggests possible directions for future research. 
4 
Chapter 2 Interference Modeling for 
Directional Antennas 
When omni-directional antennas are used in the wireless network for unicast 
communication, the excessive power radiated at unwanted directions cause severe 
mutual interference among the nodes. This in turn leads to poor spatial reuse and 
network-capacity degradation [7]. The power of a directional antenna can be directed 
to a desired focal orientation between the transmitter and receiver of a link to minimize 
interference to and from other links. This can potentially lead to better channel re-use 
to yield higher network capacity. For our analysis, we introduce a generic interference 
model to characterize the effect of directional antennas, described below. The 
definition of our effective null width in Character 3 will be built upon this generic 
interference model. 
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2.1 Pair-wise Physical Link Interference Model of 
Generic Directional Antenna 
Consider a planar wireless network. We can represent the normalized antenna 
power pattern, namely the normalized antenna gains of a transmitter and a receiver by 
Grand Gr, as a function of azimuthal angle 6 ([6])，where 6 is the angle with respect to 
the direction at which the antenna is pointing. We have 
(1) 
We assume the generic two-ray propagation model ([8]): 
where Pt is the transmitted power at the antenna boresight; Pr is the received power; 
dr {Or ) is the angle between the line connecting the transmitter and receiver, and the 
boresight direction of the transmitter (receiver) antenna; d is the transmitter-receiver 
distance; a is the path-loss exponent; and A!" is a normalization factor. 
Using beam steering technique, the orientation of the main beam of a directional 
antenna can be mechanically or electronically steered. We further assume that by 
proper beam steering, the transmitter and receiver of a link can point their antennas 
directly at each other so that the power is the highest along the link orientation. Thus, 
for each link i, G历（0) = G„(0) = 1, where T] and Ri denote the transmitter and receiver 
of link i. (For brevity, we will also use 7} and Ri to denote their positions.) In the 
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following discussion, we only consider the pair-wise physical interferences between 
links without considering the additional interferences due to the underlying 
multi-access protocol ([9]). 
Consider the interference from link j to link i. Let O.j = ZT i^^ 'r广於,,=ZRjT.R. 
(see Fig. 2). Let SIRo be the signal-to-interference ratio {SIR) threshold required for 
proper detection. For reception at link i not to be interfered by link j, we require 
SIR = Tj -R丨 
= [ | 7 ; - i ? , | / G ; , ( � . ) G ; ; ( « g � r 2™。， 
where link length d, =\T^-R.\\ andG\0) = G{ef", Define the "guard 
zone" A = SIR^� '"-1>0[7]. Then (3) can be written as 
|7}-i?,.|Ml + AM.G;,(�.).G;/^^i,,). (4) 
In the omni-directional case, •(�)=G�.(么.,.)三 1 , V(9".， i^J�..Hence, (4) is 




Figure 2 Interference from node 7} to link i 
2.2 Potential Interference Region 
The interference region is a critical geometrical region useful for characterizing 
spatial reuse and estimating network capacity [7]，[10]. Define the potential 
interference region of an active link i as a vulnerable area associated with Ri within 
which the transmission of 7} (/ T^i) may interfere with the transmission from T) to Ri. 
Particularly, the potential interference region of link i is /,. = R. |< (1 + ^)d^}, 
according to (1) and (4). The active transmitters (other than 7}) within this region are 
referred to as potential interfering neighbors of Ri (link /)• The potential interference 
region of a link is usually a disk, which contains many convenient properties for our 
later analysis. 
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2.3 Antenna Pattern and Phased Array Antenna 
From (4), we note that the antenna pattern affects mutual interference between 
links. Throughout this thesis, unless otherwise specified, we assume an arbitrary 
directional antenna pattern. An interesting question is as follows: How to characterize 
the goodness of an antenna pattern in terms of its interference cancellation capability 
using a single quantitative measure? Our answer to this question will be given in the 
next chapter. 
Since we will also investigate the phased array antenna as a special case in this 
thesis, we provide a brief review of it here. A phased array antenna is an array of 
antennas whose phases can be adjusted to control the shape of the beam and the 
directions of the nulls electronically [11]. With iV+1 antenna elements spaced at 
N . . . 
distance D apart in an array, an array factor AF^{9) =| |is achievable 
1 = 0 
[12], where X is the operating wavelength, and a, .{0<i<N + \) are arbitrary 
complex numbers. Specifically, we can arbitrarily position N nulls at orientation 
{没1，没2，…，�} with the array factor 
AF, (9) =\ n { e — 2 — - 加n,* /A } I， (5) 
k=\ 
where a. = (-1)"—'工[exp(-)2;r£) J ] sin <9^. /A)], i < TV and cin 二 1; Si is a subset of 
9 
(N] 
consisting of i elements of { 没 ” 《 ， . . . ， 〜 } (there are altogether such subsets), 
V z J 
according to Vieta's Formulas. Define = arg max AFj^ {6) . Note that the 
0 
normalized magnitude of the electric field G^{6) is proportional to the array factor. 
Therefore we can express the normalized antenna power pattern as 
= Gl,{e) = AF抽+ 0J/AF沖J. (6) 
A concrete example of normalized antenna power pattern (N = 4, D == V2， 
= 27ri/{N +1) in (5)) is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. An example of normalized antenna power pattern. (To show the nulls clearly, we actually plot 
G广(0)) instead of G"(約 in this figure, where « = 4 . The shape of is similar to 
that of . ) 
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Due to the symmetry of null position, the maxima occur at angles {0, tt}. 
Intuitively, when we use the main beam at 没=0 to transmit (receive), we wish the 
power radiated (received) at other angles, especially in which there is a potential 
interfered receiver (interfering neighbor) to be as weak as possible. A sharp main beam, 
a good deal of nulls and small side lobes is favorable to this strategy. In the later 
analysis, we will turn this qualitative argument into a quantitative result. 
11 
Chapter 3 Null Width of Directional 
Antennas 
In this chapter, we apply the interference model in chapter 2 to derive the 
fundamental attribute, effective null width of an arbitrary directional antenna pattern 
and investigate its mathematical properties. These convenient properties will facilitate 
our analysis of network capacity in the next chapter. 
3.1 Concept of Null Width 
We now apply the interference model to define the effective null width of an 
arbitrary directional antenna pattern. Given any antenna pattern G{6)，it is clear that 
the azimuthal distribution of its magnitude affects the performance of interference 
cancellation. For a general G{9) and a threshold jS >0, define the null width of G{6) 
with respect to threshold /5 as the total beam width in which G\6) is no greater than 
namely, | {01 G*{0) </3}\, where \Q | is the Lebesgue measure of the set Q (see Fig. 4). 
12 
I {^1 G*{9) < p]\l27t is the corresponding normalized null width; whereas the 
normalized beam width is defined as its complement, i.e., | {9\G\6)> P)\lln. 
Given a specific G*{6), the null width is an increasing function of threshold (3. The 
widely used half power beam width (HPBW) and first null beam width (FNBW) are 
variants of our normalized beam width with respect to specific thresholds 0.5 and 0. 
Our definitions of the effective null and beam widths are different from the normalized 
null and beam widths - they also take into account the effect of node distribution and 




Figure 4. Null width of a particular pattern with respect to threshold 0.8 and 0.4 respectively. Null width 
is an increasing function of the threshold. 
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3.2 Effective Null Width and Interference 
3.2.1 Probability of Interference 
To clarify the relationship between null width and interference, consider Fig. 2 
again. Denote the event Ej = {potential interfering neighbor Tj interferes with link /}. 
Consider a potential interfering neighbor at normalized distance 
X =1 Tj - R. I /(I + A)d., (A^�1) from our reference receiver Ri. Then, according to (4), 
event E/ occurs if and only if 
(7) 
Hence, we have 
= (8) 
We start with the simplest case assuming that the potential interfering neighbor Tj 
is uniformly distributed in the potential interference range /,.，with an independently 
chosen receiver Rj uniformly distributed within its transmission range. Recall a 
well-known property of uniform distribution [13] as follows: 
Let polar coordinates {p,0) represent an arbitrary point located in a 
two-dimensional space. The region defined by p<Rq is a disk of radius Ro centered at 
1 4 
the origin. A node {p, G) is uniformly distributed within such a disk if and only if p 
and 0 are independent with each other, and their probability density functions p{p) 
and p{0) are: 
p{p) = 2plp<R,\p{G) = \l2n,0<9 <271. (9) 
Consequently,没and 么are i.i.d. uniformly distributed within[0,2;r)，whereas the 
probability density function of X is p^(x) = 2 x , 0 < x < l (and the corresponding 
probability distribution function is i^“;c) = Pr(X<;c) = x2，0Sx�l )• All of them 
(6.J，(l)j. and X) are mutually independent. For convenience, we define random 
variables Fand Zas follows: 
Y = Gl{6^),Z = G;^ {(l>,y, (10) 
and their corresponding probability distribution function as Fy{y) and Fz{z). Random 
variables Y, Z and X are also mutually independent. Eq. (8) can be rewritten as 
Pr � = P r ( K Z � J O . (11) 
3.2.2 Scenario of Directional Transmission and Omni-directional 
Reception 
To reveal the relationship between null width and interference, we first deal with 
the scenario where transmission uses directional antennas and reception uses 
15 
omni-directional antennas. We have Y = 1 for any (9^ . within [0,2;r), and (11) 
becomes 
I y E1) = Pr(Z > Z ) = f Pr(Z > x)dF^ {x). (12) 
Now, if (f).. is uniformly distributed, we then have 
Pr(Z>x) = Pr(G;(^zJ�.)>x) 
, (13) 
=L ��>X�冰伞ji 丨 iTT =\ WGTS 中jd > ^ 1兀 
where 1a(a：) is the indicator function of set A, which is equal to 1 if xe A, and 0 
otherwise. That is, Pr(Z > x) is the normalized beam width of G^ , (^ 力^.）with respect to 
threshold x (the normalized distance between T] and Ri). 
The physical meaning of (12) is straightforward: 1) the closer the potential 
interfering neighbor, the greater is the normalized beam width and the higher is the 
probability of interference; 2) the probability of interference is an expected value of 
normalized beam width with respect to the normalized distance. Thus, we define this 
expected value as the effective beam width of the antenna pattern G^ , . That is, 
{(l)j.)) = Pr(Z > X). The corresponding effective null width is defined as its 
complement Pr(Z < X). They depend on the antenna pattern, the distribution of 
antenna orientation, and the distribution of the normalized distance between our 
reference receiver and its interfering neighbor. 
1 6 
We emphasize that (13) assumes is uniformly distributed. More generally, 
normalized beam width can be defined as Pr(Z > x) , and it is equal to 
I {(I)\GJ {(I)J.)>x}\I2k only for uniform distribution of 於力..In the general form 
without the uni form-dis t r ibut ion assumption, the effective beam width is simply 
£" JPr(Z > ；c)] = Pr(Z > X). For generality, the remainder of this subsection does not 
assume uniform-卢distribution. 
The effective beam width can also be calculated in another form. Note that 
尸2(1) = Pr(Z <1) = 1 and = 0，（12) can be rewritten as 
‘ •o (14) 
= i l - F, (x)) = [\-F, (x) t + 
•) JD 
3.2.3 Scenario of Directional Transmission and Directional 
Reception 
Now let us investigate the general scenario, i.e., directional transmission and 
_ — 2 2 — directional reception. Define x = x/z. Note that Fj^r(x) = x =x z = F^ (z) and 
0 < r , Z < l . Wehave 
1 7 
Pr(E,) = Pr(KZ>；^) 
= � I > x l z \ X = x,Z = z)d{F,{x))d{F,(z)) 
= > 义丨 mF, {x))d{F, (z)) (15) 
=.;I > ；风Fx ix))F, {z)d{F, (z)) 
= ?r{Y>X)[F,{z)d{F,{z)) 
=Pr(y > ^)Pr(Z >X) = 
Namely, the probability of interference is the product of effective beam widths of both 
the receiver and its interfering neighbor. In particular, assuming nodes are equipped 
with directional antennas of identical effective beam width Wb, the probability of 
interference in the case of directional transmission and directional reception is PF/. 
Compared with the case of directional transmission and omni-directional reception, 
this square law suggests a sharp reduction of interference. 
3.3 Properties of General Effective Beam Width 
The convenient property of interference probability in terms of effective beam 
width, (15)，is derived under the following conditions: 
C1) 6.J，(f)j. and X are mutually independent. 
C2) = 0 < x < l . 
The general definition of the effective beam width itself, Pr(Z > X)，imposes no 
1 8 
restriction on the distribution of 6.j，(f)j. and X. A question thus rises: is there a similar 
result to (15) that is applicable to a more general scenario? We will relax C2 while 
keeping CI in the following. 
We note that (14) is valid for general distributions of X and Z as long as 
/^(O) = 0，which is a pretty mild restriction onX. Eq. (15) further requires that 
Fx{xz) = Fx{x)Fj,(z), V 0 < 〒，z S1. (16) 
The non-constant continuous solutions of Cauchy equation/(x少)= 乂x)/(y) is x办 
沟)[14]. Since our probability distribution function defined on [0, 1] should be 
non-decreasing, the continuous solution of functional equation (16) is a set of 
functions: 
F^(x) = x\(0<x<l,heR,h>0). (17) 
Hence, we can relax C2 to (17) while maintaining the validity of (15). Moreover, 
similar to the inverse one-side Laplace transform, we can define 
^xf^M = <x< l,h e RJi > 0 as a set of basis distribution functions, and 
{(pji)) = Pr(Z > X^^^) as its corresponding basis effective beam width of the 
antenna pattern G^ {(pj.). In general, larger h implies a heavier tail distribution of ， 
and that the interfering neighbor tends to be farther away from the reference receiver, 
and hence a smaller •广(G^^ )他.)). 
1 9 
Given CI, a general distribution of normalized distance F^{x) could be 
represented by a power series (e.g., Taylor series): 
Fx ⑶=S = Z …⑶，0 - •^认 (18) 
h h 
where w^ > 0，V/z >0, =1 (according to the boundary condition = 1); or 
h 
in a more general scenario, an integration of x'': 
尸 = f —幻？办=f ^�⑴说，OS^^cSl， (19) 
where w{h) > 0, V/z > 0， w{h)dh = 1 • These two cases represent a general spectrum 
of probability distribution F^ix) defined on [0，1]. In fact, by simply letting 
^ = exp(-^),5 G [0,+oo), one can see that in (19) is the one-side Laplace 
transform of the weight w{h). Therefore, to get w{h) ’ we can simply take an inverse 
Laplace transform on F^ ie ' ' ) . With (18) and (19), we could then have a more general 
version of (15). To see this, consider (18). By the definition of effective beam width, 
we have 
WsiGr {(!>,)) = i PiX)b(Z > ⑶） 
‘ h ‘ (20) 
= i Prob(Z > {X)) = h h 
The probability of interference is 
2 0 
Pr(E,) = Pr(KZ>^) 
=二 I Pr(7 > x l z ) d { Y , W y ( ^z ( ^ ) ) ^ 
h 
= 2 > “ J[ Pr(y > -x)d(F於、{z)diF, (z)) (2” 
h 
= Pr(7 > > I⑷） 
h 
h 
Note that (21) is no longer a simple product of effective beam width as in (15)，but a 
weighted sum of products of basis effective beam widths. ^ The case of (19) is 
analogous. We just need to change the summation in (20) and (21) to an integration 
over h\ 
We can prove that (see Appendix A), in both case of (18) and (19), 
Pr(E,) > ( 0具 ( G . j {</>,)). (22) 
That is, the equality relationship in (15) becomes an inequality relationship in (22). 
Moreover, notice that 炉/')(G) < 1 ’ where G = G .^ (^ zJ^ ,) or G代(6^ .) ’ by (20) and (21) 
we have 
‘Further, for the general case where X, Y and Z are no longer mutually independent, if the joint 
probability distribution function Fy y ^(x,y,z) can still be represented as a hybrid power series or 
integration of x, y and z (say, through the Taylor expansion), then a similar form of interference 
probability as (21) can also be derived. To conserve space, we omit this trivial procedure here. 
2 1 
Pr(E,) < min{W, )), W, (G,. ))} • (23) 
Combining the bounds in (22) and (23), we can bound the probability of 
interference with symmetric functions in terms of effective beam width at both sides, 
although we no longer have the equality relationship in (15). The conclusion that 
smaller effective beam width results in lower probability of interference is still valid 
even for a more general distribution of independent random variables X, Fand Z. 
In addition to the node distribution and antenna orientation, the path loss 
exponent a also affects the effective beam width. Specifically, is a 
generally increasing function of a . To see this, recall that 
WB {(pj.)) = PrCGy.^  {(/>j. )> A'") and 0 < ^ < 1 . Given fixed antenna pattern G^ 他.) 
and joint distribution ， [ G j , 力.）> JT'} = {Gj, (^2力.）> X"'} for > . 
Hence PrCG^ .^  ？t{GJ., > X"') . Therefore, a smaller path loss 
exponent a is favorable for interference cancellation. In particular, given the 
distribution of G丁 (卢力.），the basis effective beam width with order h, 
is an increasing function of effective path loss exponent a =a/h. Hence, for the 
impact on the basis effective beam width, adjusting the path loss exponent a is 
equivalent to inversely proportionally adjusting the order h. 
2 2 
3.4 Numerical Scaling Law of Effective Beam Width 
of Some Particular Antenna Patterns 
The properties of the effective beam width with general antenna patterns and 
general distributions of 〜，為,and X have been investigated in detail. This section 
examines the results of specific antenna patterns in (5) and the scaling law of effective 
beam width in terms of N, the number of elements in the antenna array. The motivation 
of this study is that the scaling law of the effective beam width is directly related to the 
scaling law of the network capacity, as will be shown later. Unless otherwise specified, 
we adopt conditions CI and C2 henceforth (see Section 3.3). 
With respect to the family of phased array antenna patterns with the array factor 
as in (5), we first consider the case where the N nulls of the array factor are positioned 
at 6. = 2兀il�N + {N is even) and D = V2. By sin (tt -没,）=sin di, one can easily 
identify the full set of nulls: {z;r/(A^ + l),|z|=l,2,...,A^} . Moreover, due to the 
symmetry of the nulls' distribution, the maxima occur at angles {0, tt}. Hence, the 
nulls are equally spaced in azimuthal angle between the two maxima. (The antenna 
pattern where A^=4 is shown in Fig. 3.) The corresponding effective beam width Wb is 
now a function of the degree of array factor N and the effective path loss exponent 
a =alh . We can thus calculate the effective beam width Wb in terms of N for 
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different a by Monte Carlo Integration [15] of (12). 
The results are presented in Fig. 5 (Note that we fix the order h to be 2. For a 
specific N, a general case of A shares the same Wb with our case when A = 2A .) 
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Figure 5. Logarithmic effective beam width (Ig WB) versus logarithmic degree of array factor (Ig N) for 
• 
differenet effective path loss exponenets ^ 
Notice that in most cases, the path loss exponent varies in the interval [1,8] ([8]). 
Thus, the corresponding a* belongs to interval [0.5, 4]. By varying a* from 0.5 to 4， 
we find that Ig Wb versus Ig AMs a bundle of straight lines with the same slope (see Fig. 
5). Therefore there is a linear dependency between Ig Wb and Ig N: 
Ig 阶s = 一？^ Ig 斤 + 办，where the slope y (named as "beam-width decay index") is 
insensitive to a* in our interested interval. On the other hand, the intercept b is more 
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sensitive to a . It increases as a* increases. This observation coincides with our 
previous analysis which shows that Wb is an increasing function of a . We can write 
IN' =bJN'. (25) 
That is, Wb is inversely proportional to N丫. This observation also agrees with work by 
others ([l]-[6]) which suggest that "more elements in the phased array antenna results 
in more nulls, sharper main beam and smaller side lobe on its pattern, and thus 
narrower beam widths", although the definitions of the various beam widths used by 
others (e.g., the half power beam width (HPBW), the first null beam width (FNBW), 
etc.) are different from that of our effective beam width. The name, beam-width decay 
index, for % also becomes clear from (25). It relates to how fast Wb decays as N 
increases. Larger 7 leads to better interference cancellation performance, and higher 
network capacity. 
Now, for a typical value of a = 4，by linear regression, we can figure out that 
/7/=0.625 and 7=0.743. For other a e[l，8]’ 7 changes very little. The invariance of 7 
with respect to a suggests that for a more general case of (18) and (19), Wb also scales 
as N - ' . 
The numerical scaling law of (25) is not an exclusive property of the particular 
family of antenna patterns where 6. = 2nil{N +1) and D = X/2. In fact, our simulation 
shows that the effective beam widths of many phased array antenna patterns share a 
similar form as (25). For example, the expected effective beam width of the case where 
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Oi s are i.i.d. uniformly distributed within [0,2;r), D = yi and a = 4 is also in the 
form of (25) with bj = 0.746 and 7= 0.696. We believe that the numerical scaling law 
in the form of (25) is representative of other distributions of 0. s also. 
3.5 Summary 
To summarize, we have defined the effective beam width as the interference 
probability of one-side directional transmission (reception). It lumps the impact of the 
antenna pattern, media access protocol, node distribution on network capacity into a 
single quantitative measure. The effective beam width contains several convenient 
properties for analytical purposes, (including (15), (22), (23) and numerical scaling 
law (25)). The definition of the effective beam width affords us a quantitative 
understanding (as opposed to qualitative, intuitive argument) of why and how a 
"good" antenna pattern usually consists of a sharp main beam, a good deal of nulls and 
small side lobes. We will show more concretely how effective beam width affects 
network capacity in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 Scaling Law of Network 
Capacity of Wireless Random 
Networks with Directional Antennas 
Based on the convenient properties of effective beam width discussed in last 
chapter, we now analyze its impact on the scaling law of network capacity for wireless 
random networks [7]. 
4.1 Random Network Model and Network Capacity 
A wireless random network consists of a group of n nodes (denoted by 
.J, = {1，2’...’"} )，all of which are randomly located on the surface of a unit torus. 
Each node can act as a transmitter to form a directed link with its intended receiver 
within its transmission range and initiate a transmission over a wireless channel of 
constant bit rate R. For analytical convenience, we adopt the following assumptions: 
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A1) All nodes have identical transmission range r 
A2) All transmissions are unicast and half-duplex 
A3) For a particular receiver, at most one packet can be successfully received at a 
single reception; 
A4) Transmissions are slotted into synchronized time slots; 
We denote the full set of links by 
There are several variants for the definitions of network capacity that try to 
characterize the transport capability of network in different ways (e.g., throughput 
capacity, transport capacity, maximal total throughput, etc.). We focus on only two of 
them here: maximal total throughput C" and transport capacity C,,-. The maximal total 
throughput Ctt is defined as the maximum total bits per second rj" that can be 
transported in the network. The transport capacity C,,- is the total transport throughput, 
bit-distance product per second rj^^，that can be transported in the network [7]. We will 
investigate the scaling law with respect to these two measures as the network size, n, 
increases asymptotically. Thanks to the assumption of half duplexity, there can be at 
most |_" /2�successful simultaneous transmissions at bit rate R at any instant. Also, 
the link length is bounded by the dimension of the diagonal of the unit torus . 
Therefore, we have a natural upper bound for C« and C,r： 
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Q = 0 ( « ) , Q = 0 ( / 0 (26) 
The network capacity is said to be perfectly scalable if ©(") scalability of network 
capacity can be asymptotically achieved by a scheduling scheme. The physical 
meaning is that although the network size ii increases asymptotically, each node can 
still obtain a constant average per node throughput. 
4.2 Node distribution and MAC Protocol 
For simplicity, we assume all nodes are independently placed on the surface of a 
unit torus in a uniformly distributed manner. Each of them is equipped with an 
identical directional antenna with effective beam width Wb. Moreover, we assume a 
slotted ALOHA-like random access scheme for transmission scheduling: in each time 
slot, each node will independently activate itself to be a transmitter with identical 
probability p,. Once activated, a transmitter equally likely chooses any neighbor within 
its transmission range to be its intended receiver. 
2 We adopt the following conventional notations to represent asymptotic bounds: 
1 .J{n) = Oigin)) implies there exists certain constant c and integer N such that/zi) ^g{n) for n>N. 
2.An) = implies g{n) = 0(J{n)). 
3. A") = e(g(州 implies/(/;) = Oigin)) and g{n) = 0{f[n)). 
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4.3 Scenario of Directional Transmission and 
Omni-directional Reception 
We start with the simple case of directional transmission and omni reception in 
this section. In this case, a transmitter 7} will steer its main beam to its intended 
receiver Ri to form link i. Each receiver will use an omni-directional antenna to listen 
and receive data. Directional transmission and directional reception will be treated in 
Section 4.4. 
4.3.1 Probability of Transmission to be Success and Per-Link 
(Transport) Throughput 
The transmission of link i is considered to be a success if and only if 1) its 
receiver Ri is not transmitting and 2) the reception at Ri is interference-free from the 
remaining N-2 nodes. Condition 2) can be decomposed into the intersection of a series 
of events 门 E^ntU，where Ejj^j.{j,i) is the event that {node j interferes with the 
transmission of link /}，and the superscript C denotes the complement of event. We 
have (y, /)) = {j, i)门 JS, (_/，i)) + ？肌{j\ 0 门五? U, 0 ) ， where 
E-j-UJ) is the event {node j intends to transmit to Ri). Let kprij) be the number of 
potential receivers of a node j. Consider the case where (1 + A)<i. < r . By chain rule of 
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conditional probability, we can write (7, i) fl E^ ( j , i)) = PrCE",) PrC^^) Pr(^3), 
where events Ei = {node j is an active transmitter), E2 = {node j is a potential 
interfering neighbor of R“ but not transmitting to Ri} and E3 = {node j 's transmission 
to another node other than Ri, interferes with reception at Ri). By the previous 
assumption, whether node j is a transmitter or not is independent of its location. 
Moreover, node j is uniformly distributed within a unit torus. So we have ?v{E^) = p! 
and Pr(£"2) = ，where c； is defined as ； + . Event E3 is exactly 
the same as event Ej in Chapter 3. Hence, for directional transmission and 
omni-directional reception, Pr(£'3) = Wg . For our case of (1 + A)<i. < r , event 
£"/yvr(>/，On"£V (_/’/) is exactly [transmitter node j is a potential interfering neighbor 
transmitting to Ri). Therefore, we have ( j , i ) f l E j . ( J , i ) ) = p,c^df / k ^ ^ ^ ( j ) . 
Then ？r{Ef^rU,i)) = P A ^ f i W , + { l - W , ) / . One can easily prove that 
[1 — P丨兀r”kp人jm-C\P,dfWB) < M E U J J ) ) ^ , (27) 
which is also valid for the case of (1 + A)d. > r . We omit the proof here. Due to the 
independent location and transmission behavior of each node, from our pair-wise 
interference model (4)，events (V; G J ' \ j 本 T\’R.) are mutually independent. 
Thus, the probability of the transmission of link i to be success, psudi) can be written 
as = 0 - a ) n Pr(五/k (•/“.)）. The first term of the product is the probability of 
Ri not transmitting. We can prove that (see Appendix B) 
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Psuc ( 0 = © { ( 1 — p. ) ( 1 - . ( 2 8 ) 
From (28)，we can calculate the per-link throughput. According to the 
transmission protocol, in each time slot, node j will transmit to a particular potential 
receiver with probability pj kpr{f). Hence, in a long run, the link throughput "(/) and 
link transport throughput rj,^  (z) of link i are given by 
" � = R p , P s J i � l k丨 j n = 0 ^ ( 1 - p , X l - P A d，W J - i I K r ^ m ( 2 9 ) 
ri,r (0 = d柳=mp, (1 - P,)(1 - / ‘(7；)}. (30) 
4.3.2 Scaling Law of Network Capacity 
The total throughput is the summation of per-link throughput over all link i 
(i e y ) . We consider the expected total throughput z/,, and the expected total 
transport throughput rj,^ by averaging over the node distribution. Recall that for a link 
i e -Sr, due to the uniform node distribution and random selection of 尺 within the 
transmission range of 7}，the probability density function of link length 山 also follows 
(9), where p = d. and R^ = r. Thus, we can figure out and 77,^  as follows: 
= © { [ [2”p, (1 — p, )(1 — c,p,dfW, y-% / K K ) } (31) 
= © M l - p , ) [ \ - { l - )"-' ] /[c, (« - ]}； 
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n,r = z kp 入 T ) E � ,入 iy] = nE<,丨[kpriTddjjim 
T ' 专 ( 3 2 ) 
=©{[ [Inp, (1 - p, )(1 — c,p,dfWJ-' df / r2 ]d{d,)}. 
Both Tju and 77,, are functions of /?,，r and Wb. We note that the quantities in (28)-(32) 
are decreasing functions of WB- Namely, smaller WB yields better performance. As for 
System parameters p, and r, there may be tradeoffs. For instance, higher p, leads to 
more active transmissions attempts, but will also creates more interference. Larger r 
increases the average link length in the transport throughput, but also results in more 
interfering neighbors; and this may in turn pull down { / ? 卯 • For a given Wg, we 
will investigate the "order" of the corresponding network capacity by optimal 
selection of p, and r in (31) and (32) (see Appendix C for constraint on the region of 
optimality for p, and r) in the next two subsections. Reader can simply skip these two 
subsections (Section 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2) without sacrificing the essence of this thesis. 
4.3.2.1 Scaling Law of Maximal Total Throughput 
In this section we consider the scaling law of maximal total throughput, by 
optimal selection of p, and r in (31). 
Note that we can restrict p, <1/2 (see Appendix C) and hence \/2<\-p, <\, 
1 - = 0(1). For asymptotic n, (31) becomes 
. (31，） 
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The right hand side of (31') is an increasing function of pt. Hence, to maximize 
(38)，we have p, = 1/2. Then ““ |凡="2 is a decreasing function of r. Therefore the 
optimal r = 0(^ log(«) /«) . Substituting the optimal p! and r into (38), we get the 
maximal total throughput 
C,, = ©{[1 - (1 -@{\og{n)W, / /z))-Ws'n log" '(«)} • 
Recall that lim (1 - c, / tif = expC-c,) . If the effective beam width 
lim (l-0(log(«)Pf„//2))"-' = exp(-0(log(n)frj) = O � . 
/I—+00 
Hence, C„ = \og~\n)) . In particular, if W^ = 0(log~' («)) , we have 
C„ 二 ©(")，which implies that perfect scalability (26) of maximal total throughput is 
achieved. Although an even smaller Wg yields a better leading coefficient before the 
order, the order of C" can not be further improved. 
Therefore, the scaling law of maximal total throughput C" is given by: 
C„ = Q(nW;�log-'�)，if W, = Q(log-'(«)); 
with the selection of system parameters r = 0(^log(72)/«) and = 1/2 in (31). 
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4.3.2.2 Scaling Law of Transport Capacity 
In this section we consider the scaling law of transport capacity, by optimal 
selection of p, and r in (32). 
Consider the integration in (32). Although its closed form cannot be obtained, we 
can study the lower bound Jiri and upper bound rj,印 of total transport throughput. 
Since cl. < r , by (30)，(31) and (32), we have 
Define the upper bound of transport capacity 
The upper bound i still an increasing function of pt. Hence, the optimal pt is still 
1/2. Then "帅 |巧="2 is a concave function of r on (0,^/2). It increases on interval (0, ro) 
and then decreases. Here ro is the solution of dr],^ |尸="2 / ^r{n) = 0, or equivalently, 
l{n -1) w(l - w)"-^ = 1 - (1 - w)""' , where w = c ,Wy . The asymptotic 
solution of w in (0， 1) is 1.256/n. Therefore, we have 
r^ = p* 2 5 6 . If Wb is Q(log-'(77)) ’ since 
r > e{yl\og{n)/n) > r, ’ the 
optimal r is 0(^log(n)/n) • If Wb is 0(log''(n)) > the 
optimal r is ro. Hence, we can figure out the upper bound of transport capacity C,印: 
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= 0(『广2„"2)，if J^B = 0(log-i ⑷）and Q(/7-'); 
On the other hand, since 
=2np, (1 - p, )r(l - / 3 = e{np,r{\ - }, 
we have a lower bound for (32): 
Substituting pt and r as 
P, = e{\og-\n)W-'),r = 0 ( > g ( « ) / « ) , if)^,=Q(log-'(«))； 
p, =1/2’/* = ©(妒广2,厂"2)，if 妒召=0(log-i(")) andQ(«-丨） 
into riiH，we have 
V.r, = if Wb = O(log-'(,0) and a(«- ' ) ; 
Since the order of lower bound matches that of upper bound, the scaling law of 
transport capacity is exactly: 
= iog-"2(,0)’ if Wb = n(iog-i �)； 
Q = ©(炉广2„i/2)’ if J^ ^ = 0(log-'(«)) and 0 ( 7 / - ' ) ; (34) 
c,=0(/2), i f � , = o(/r')， 
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where pt and r can be chosen as 
P. = e(log-' {n)W-' )，r = © ( > g ( « ) / « ) , if W, = Q(log-' («))； ( 均 
p, = if =0(log-i(«)) and Q(«-'). 
4.3.3 Concluding Remark 
For a given Wb, the "order" of the corresponding network capacity by optimal 
selection of and r in (31) and (32) are summarized below: 
The scaling law of maximal total throughput Cu is given by: 
C" = 0(« W；' log-' («)), if W, = Q(log-' («))； (33) 
with the selection of system parameters r = © ( " l o g � / « ) andp,= 1/2 in (31). 
The scaling law of transport capacity C„. is given by 
= 0(PF;'�i/2)，if j^ B = 0( log- ' (")) and (34) 
if W,=0{n-'), 
where p, and r are chosen as 
A = ©(log-'(n)fV；')，r = Q{^\og{n)/n), if W, = Q(log- '�)； （均 
p, = ifH^5=0(log-'(«)) and Q(;r '). 
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The implications are as follows: 
11) For the same level of { p浙•， s m a l l e r Wb allows for a largerpi and r{n), and 
hence a higher network capacity. 
12) As Wb decreases, one can increase either p, or r{n) accordingly to improve 
performance. Our analysis in the above subsections shows that for optimization of 
C,i and C,r, the former is preferable to the latter. For quantitative details, please see 
13 below; 
13) The effective beam width Wb has two critical order: 0(log"'(«)) and ©(«"'). For 
the former one, the optimal pt increases to upper limit 0(1) while r{n) remains to 
be ©{yjlogin)/n)，so that constant { p 縱 a n d perfect scalability of C„ is 
achieved. As Wb further decreases, one can increase r(n) to get better performance. 
The perfectly scalability of C,r occurs when Wg = 0(«~') and r{n) reaches 0(1). 
4.4 Scenario of Directional Transmission and 
Directional Reception 
The analysis for the case of directional transmission and directional reception is 
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similar except that 
1) The interference probability becomes Pr(£"3) = Wl ； 
2) In addition to mutual interference, we need to consider “conflict" in transmission as 
well. Node j is said to be in conflict with link i if j and 7} transmit packets to Ri 
simultaneously. In the case of omni-directional reception, the above conflict is simply 
handled by treating node j as an interfering neighbor with 於力.=0 in (4), because the 
receiver never needs to steer its main beam. However, in the case of directional 
reception, a receiver with more than one transmitter in a time slot must decide how to 
steer its beam. 
4.4.1 Antenna Steering Protocol 
In practice, we assume that there is underlying antenna steering protocol to 
control the main beam orientation of our receiver antenna. For example, a receiver 
antenna may sweep its main beam of directional antenna in a circular manner to detect 
and receive training sequences from intended transmitters at the beginning of a time 
slot. As an alternate scheme, the receiver may also use an omni-directional antenna 
(say, by activating only one of the elements of a phased array antenna) at the beginning 
of a time slot to go through a handshake procedure, during which the transmitter trains 
the receiver to steer its beam toward the transmitter. The handshake control data could 
be transmitted at a lower rate than the regular data to deal with the lower SIR 
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associated with the use of omni- reception. Once the direction of the receiver is trained, 
the regular data can then be transmitted at higher speed. There can be other schemes 
also. The focus of this thesis is not on these beam training protocols and we will not 
dwell on further details here. With the assumption of one of the schemes, if multiple 
transmitters send control data to the same receiver, and none succeeds in capturing the 
receiver, then there will be a collision. Although there is still the possibility that one of 
the transmitters will succeed in capturing the receiver in case of a conflict (say, 
because it is physically closer to the receiver), as a conservative analysis, we assume 
no such capturing in the following. It can be shown that this conservative assumption 
does not affect the order of our result. 
4.4.2 Probability of Transmission to be Success 
Again we consider the probability of a transmission being successful. The 
transmission of link i is successful if and only if 1) its receiver Ri is not transmitting 
and 2) the reception at Ri is interference-free and conflict-free with respect to the 
remaining N-2 nodes. Condition 2) can be decomposed to the intersection of a series of 
independent events 门五/尸&cfC/，0，where E職cfU’}�is the event {link i is 
j*TiA 
interference-free {IF) and conflict-free {CF) from nodej }. We again consider the case 
where (1 + A) /^. < r . From set theory, we have 
4 0 
？ T ( E 而 U, 0 ) = 1 - MEcon (• /， 0 ) - ？ 丨 隐 C F U, 0 ) , 
where E額[j,r) is the event [node j conflicts with the transmission of link /}，which 
is the intersection of the following two independent events {j is located within the 
transmission range of Ri} and {j is a transmitter intended for Ri}. Hence, we have 
Pr(£"co"(>/’0) = p,7rri 丨 kp人 f ) . We can also prove that 
Similar to (28), we have 
[1 -P ,冗 r ” k p入 j ) ] ( l - c � p丨d X � < ？r(E浙U’iyi ^ 冗’ (36) 
which holds even for the case of (1 + A)d. > r. Similarly follows the step from (27) to 
(28), we have 
Psucii) = 0{(1 — — P A 例 n ’ （37) 
which can be viewed as simply replacing the Wb in (28) by f f / . 
4.4.3 Scaling Law of Network Capacity 
From a similar derivation, we can get similar results for network capacity, by 
replacing Wb in (33) and (34) with PT/ also: 
The scaling law of maximal total throughput is given by: 
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c" = &(nfv；' log-i�)，if WB = Q{\og-'\n)y, 
C„ =Q{n), ifW,=0{\og-''\n)). 
with the selection of system parameters r = © ( ^ / l o g � / « ) andpt = 1/2 in (31). 
The scaling law of transport capacity Ctr is given by 
c , = e ( f V ; W ) , if WB = 0(log-丨、))and (39) 
C„=Q{n), if 
where pt and r are chosen as 
P, = 0( log-i�Pr,-2)’r = 0(Vlog(«)/«), if WB = Q(log-i、"))； （40) 
p , = l / 2 , r = @ { W - ' n - " % i f � 5 = 0 ( l o g - " 2 ( „ ) ) and 
Compared with the case of directional transmission and omni- reception, this 
square law suggests a significant improvement in network capacity. For example, the 
maximal Wb required for perfect scalability of Ctr improves from ©(«"') to . 
4.4.4 Scaling Law of Phased Array Antennas 
By assuming phased array antennas pattern as in (5), we can also substitute the 
numerical scaling law (25) into the scaling law of network capacity (38)-(40): 
The scaling law of maximal total throughput C" is given by: 
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c„ = \og-\n)),龍=0(log"2»); 
C,, = 0 ( " )， = 
with the selection of system parameters and pi = 1/2 in (31). 
The scaling law of transport capacity C,r is given by 
Q =0(iV2r,//2iog-i/2("))，ifAr = 0 ( l o g i � ( � ) ) ; 
= and (42) 
where pt and r are chosen as 
P, = e{\og-\n)N'n,r = ®(小og(n)/n\ ifN = 0(logi�("))； 
p,=\/2,r = @{N'n-''% ifN = (n)) and 0 ( " i � ) . 
Specifically, for the scenario where W^  and / = 0.743 (the case 
where a = 4, = 27ri/{N + l) {N is even) and D = V2 in Section 3.4), one can 
observe a substantial improvement (at a factor of ©(iV^,) = ©(N^ ^^ ^^ )) in over that 
with omni-directional antennas (where JV^=l). 
To conclude, the use of directional antennas brings about significant 
improvement on the scalability of network capacity. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 
The investigations in this thesis have been a first attempt to quantitatively capture the 
characteristic of directional antennas that are responsible for their network-capacity 
boosting capability. Our main contributions are as follows: 
1. We have introduced the concept of the effective beam width. We point out that the 
capacity-boosting capability of directional antennas is not due to their "isolated" 
characteristics alone. Rather, it is due to the combined effects of (i) antenna pattern, 
(ii) media access control protocol, and (iii) surrounding node distribution. These 
effects are lumped together into the single effective beam width measure. 
2. We have investigated the mathematical properties of effective beam width, and 
demonstrate how to apply these convenient properties to analyze network 
performance. For example, we have shown that a phased array antenna with N 
elements can boost transport capacity of an Aloha-like network by a factor of 
丨 . 4 8 6 ) . 
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In addition to the above contributions, we believe that the concept of effective 
beam width and the corresponding analysis framework provided in this thesis open up 
many fruitful areas for further research. Some examples are given below: 
Three-dimensional Effective Beam Width - This thesis has assumed the use of 
directional antennas in planar network. A generalization to three-dimensional case 
will be interesting. Specifically, the uniform distribution within a sphere still contains 
many convenient properties similar to its planar counterpart in our thesis, which will 
simplify the 3-D analysis to certain degree. For example, the radial and azimuthal 
distribution are also independent, which suggest that (15) holds even for a general case 
in three-dimensional analysis. 
Fading or Indoor Environment - This thesis assumes generic two-way ground 
propagation model. This model does not take into account the effect of fading, which 
is also a hot topic for the study of directional antennas. Moreover, our propagation 
model is not valid for indoor environment in which the power-transfer function 
between nodes is not fully characterized by distance between them - short links may 
suffer from greater path loss than long links. The concept of effective beam width 
needs to be reconsidered in this context. 
Antenna Design — Our effective beam width is a useful measure to quantify the 
capacity-boosting capability of arbitrary directional antennas under general node 
distributions and MAC protocols. Then, with the knowledge of node distribution and 
MAC protocol, given certain constraint on antenna pattern (say, provided a phased 
array antenna with N steerable nulls), finding a good design for optimal antenna 
pattern for interference cancellation remains an interesting open problem. 
Real-world Protocols Using Directional Antennas - The result of this thesis is 
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not just useful for the theoretical research. We also aim to provide practical insight for 
real-life deployment. The major technical concern is to design real-world protocols 
(say, a variant of 802.11 protocol) for wireless network to utilize the advantage of 
interference cancellation brought by directional antennas, as what has been 
extensively discussed in this thesis. We believe that this will be a promising direction 
for our future research. 
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Appendix A: Proof of equation (22) 
Proof: For simplicity, we only consider the case of (18). The case of (19) is similar. 
Rewrite (20) and (21) as 
i=\ 
Pr(Ei) = t w ,严】 ( 0 i j W � ( G T i i^,))， /=i 
where the real series {///},=1,...,// is monotonically increasing. Consequently, the series 
" is monotonically decreasing, where G = Gj.,{<pj.) or . We 
then have 
H H H H 
k=\ k=\ k=l k=l ‘ 
>0. 
The equality holds if and only if H=l, which corresponds to the case of basis 
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effective beam width; or Pr(G'本{0,1}) = 0 (where G* = Y o r Z ) , for which a typical 
case is that in which the antenna pattern G\0) is consisting of sector beams. • 
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Appendix B: Proof of equation (28) 
From (27) to (28), since = p,) H Pr(五(•/".)) we only need to prove 
that M 兰 Yl = 
j*T,A 
It is obvious that M < 1. Note that 众广(_/•) = ©{nnr^) with high probability [16]. 
Thus, there exists C4 such that c^ > nnr^ I k卩人f). Notice that 0 < /?"。，< 1, we have 
\>M>{\-p,c, / = > = 0(1) • 
Therefore M = 0(1). • 
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Appendix C: Constraint on Region of 
Optimality for pt and r 
To guarantee (asymptotic) connectivity of the whole network, r should be 
Q ((Jog [7]. In addition, since the dimension of the torus is bounded by 0(1), 
we have r = 0{\). Also, the optimal transmitting probability < 1 / 2. For simplicity, 
we only consider (29) here. For any /？,。e (1/2，1)，by simply substituting pt = pto and 
Pt = \-pto in (29), one can see that //(/) |几=凡(,< 7/(0 . Hence the optimalpt should 
occur in (0’ 1/2]. The proof for other objectives is similar. 
5 0 
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